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HASANZ – the sum is greater than the parts

“Generalists”
Health and Safety Advisers, Managers and Consultants

• NZ Institute of Safety Management (NZISM)
• NZ Safety Council (NZSC)
• Human Resources NZ (HRNZ)

Systemic
• Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
• NZ Occupational Hygiene Society NZ
• Occupational Health Nurses Association
• Hazardous Substances Professional
• Maintenance Engineers Society of NZ
• NZ Institute of Hazardous Substances Management

Individual
• Physiotherapy NZ (Occ Health Group)
• Occupational Therapy New Zealand NZ
• Occupational Health Nurses Association
• ANZSOM Australian/ NZ Society of Occupational Medicine (NZ branch)
Our Goals – Focusing at the System Level

Build Demand
for quality H&S advisers

Grow Supply
of quality H&S advisers

Connect
H&S buyers & suppliers
Health and Safety is getting bigger

- NZOHS Growing
- HASANZ is growing
- Associations working together and sharing
- Business seeing the value

Bigger partnership with NZOHS

- Build the number of Occ Hygienists
- Education, attraction, interns, mentoring, new NZ programmes. etc

Bigger Conference

- 409 attendees. 90%+ satisfaction
Better

Better voice into Government and the Minister
• Influence and feed into policy and direction

Better channel to market and connecting
• Government, business and H&S people

Better engagement
• Roadshows and events

Better Reach
• PWC, Duncan Cotterill, Bus Leaders & Insurers

Bigger Register
• 160+ professional & 2,500 hits a month
Bolder

Scholarships
• Occupational hygiene, general and post graduate
• New categories - Maori & Applied Research

Workforce Development
• Stocktake/Pipeline project
• Occupational Hygienists and haz subs
• Career Pathway and attraction
• New education courses
• Maori

Other
• Co-design on new programmes
• Events and seminars
• Health and Safety Reps
What is means for you?

We provide a direct line to WorkSafe and the Minister

Feed your ideas and intelligence into NZOHS

Participate in NZOHS (and other prof bodies)

Work with other associations/groups

Take advantage of the opportunities

HASANZ is you, you are HASANZ